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BoNuS PurChaSe

Your Opportunity to Save!
 The Summer months provide so many distractions, that even seri-
ous collectors sometimes can’t find the time to pursue their main passion.  
Because of this, we feel the need to tempt you with new material ... and 
tremendous discounts!  Look through this catalog and you will find so 
many items on sale, and many with a 10% OFF label.  Order what you need 
when you see it, as many coins and currency are in very limited supply.  
Thank you, and we look forward to hearing from you soon.  Note: even 
though we list only large-size currency in this catalog, aLL currency is 
10% OFF on our website.
Also remember, there is Free ShIPPING on orders of $100 or more.

2017 Issues
in stock, ready to ship!

Take this opportunity to add these  
latest issues to your collection 
while they are both available and 
affordable!

- all with original u.S. Mint packaging -

Immediate

Delivery!

2017-W Proof Silver Eagles . $57.50 ........ $168.50
2017-S Clad Proof Sets ...........32.50 ........... 94.50
2017-S Silver Proof Sets .........54.50 ......... 158.00
2017 Mint Sets ........................32.50 ........... 94.00

One Set            3 Sets

Save on 1941-PDS
Walking Liberty

half Dollars
Brilliant Uncirculated

$134.00 buys all 3

Issued at the start of WWII, these 75+ 
year old silver coins are a terrific value.  
Add these boldly struck examples to 
your collection today!

“america the
Beautiful”

5-coin
SILver Quarter

Sets

What a Bargain! $99.00 buys all 4 Sets

Bring your collection up-to-date with these beauties. 
Don’t miss out on these magnificent sets struck in SILver.

Superb Brilliant Proof - including the latest issue
In original U.S. Mint plastic display boards

2014 - 2015 - 2016 - 2017

Regularly: $166.00

$42.50 each

Order $50 or more and add this 
desirable and lustrous, first Denver 
Mint Silver Peace Dollar to your 
holdings today!

Brilliant Uncirculated
Lustrous white examples

Save on First Denver Mint
1922-D Peace Dollars

Regularly: $59.00


